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November 7, 2018  
 
To Whom It May Concern, 

 
Maritime Tactical Systems, Inc. (MARTAC™) has patented a unique class of MANTAS™ next 
generation unmanned maritime vessels. Our unmanned surface and hybrid vessels are 
accompanied with a robust Command and Control (C2) system known as TASKER™.  Our 
MANTAS USV system enables coverage of open ocean and littoral waterways with extended 
on-station persistence capability. Our product line of unmanned vessels ranges from 3' to 50' 
and they are capable of extreme performance.  Our patented catamaran hull is suitable for 
surface, subsurface and unaided airdrop operations.  
 
MARTAC - Maritime Tactical Systems, Inc. is entering our seventh year as an established small 
business headquartered in Satellite Beach, FL with affiliates in California, New York, 
Massachusetts and North Carolina.  
 
I would like to highlight that we have been testing C4V’s BMLMP batteries in our unmanned 
surface and hybrid vessels. Based on the positive results, we selected C4V batteries for our 
product line. Our team has been very impressed with the performance of C4V’s lithium ion 
batteries. During our testing phase we primarily analyzed the designs, energy density, power 
density, and cycle life of the batteries. In addition, safety and cost are both very critical to us and 
our customers. We are amazed how a US manufacturing company has been able to deliver a 
balanced system that is allowing us to grow our business at a very rapid rate with best-in-class 
performance.  Our customers have asked for the best and C4V allowed us to deliver.  We have 
worked with, and used, many other battery manufacturers, but C4V is a cut above the rest.  We 
have been engaged with C4V since 2014.  
 
I am unable disclose the details of our supply contract with regards to price and volume, 
however the C4V and iMperium3 batteries manufactured in New York are highly recommended 
for extreme performance at fair price, which is why they have become our strategic supplier for 
all our battery needs.   
 
Please let me know if there is anything else I can do to validate the performance of the batteries 
supplied to MARTAC by C4V and iM3 of New York.  

 
 
Bruce Hanson 
CEO 
www.martacsystems.com 
 


